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Boasting over nine hundred million dollars in revenue, a three hundred and thirty acre

studio complex, and an iconic movie production company, writer, director, and producer Tyler

Perry is one of the most successful African American entertainers of the twenty-first century.

Breaking out in 2005 with the production of Diary of a Mad Black Woman, Perry garnered fame

for his films’ portrayal of the everyday black woman experience. To some, this representation is

beneficial to the African American community because it voices the experiences of middle-class

christian black women, a demographic Hollywood frequently disregards, preaches christian

values, and gives black actors unparalleled leading role opportunities. However, scholars

challenge this assessment, professing that the rhetoric of Perry’s work reinforce harmful gender

roles instead of transforming and revolutionizing them. Three such scholars I examine are

Timothy Lyle, Tamika Carey, and Robert Patterson as they interrogate Perry’s successfulness in

subverting conservative gender roles.

In his article, “Check with Yo’ Man First; Check with yo’ Man’ Tyler Perry Appropriates

Drag as a Tool to Re-Circulate Patriarchal Ideology,” Lyle contests that Perry’s drag performance

of Madea promotes male domination in a patriarchal society rather than revolutionizes gender

structures. He contends that gender is an expression not of one’s sex organs, but a social

construct that is thrusted onto bodies. Additionally, Lyle focuses on its role as a classification

system that dictates the beliefs and actions of an individual.1 As such, drag performances have

the ability to be a tool for subversion or perpetuation of gender roles depending on the

performers motives. In Perry’s case, Lyle argues that his drag performances “highlight, sustain,

and even perpetuate the construction, maintenance, and reiteration of gender norms, upholding

1 Timothy Lyle, “Check with Yo’ Man First; Check with yo’ Man’ Tyler Perry Appropriates Drag as a Tool to
Re-Circulate Patriarchal Ideology,” Callaloo 34, no. 3 (2011): 946.
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hierarchical gender relations and normative power scripts that ultimately privilege the masculine

political category,”2 because he infiltrates and denatures safe spaces.

Traditional safe feminist spaces are locations that provide women with an area to discuss

problems, create a support system, and develop a resistance to oppression. For example, the

kitchen, front porch and church.3 These spaces pose a threat to men because they are areas men

can not access or influence and where women have power. However, Lyle posits that Perry gains

access to this space through Madea and renders the space useless because “the equality in

dialogue that is such a fundamental characteristic of a safe space is not present in Perry’s work.”4

Instead of promoting sincere dialogue across the women who occupy the space, Madea

dominates, regulates, and controls the conversation. Female characters present their problems to

Madea and she takes over the discussion as she preaches about the old times, the mistakes the

character made, and the solution to their problems - a solution that is offered more as a command

than a suggestion and is often accompanied by a physical threat. Degrading their character,

restricting their actions, and physically asserting herself over them, Madea gains control of the

space. In this manner, “females are almost rendered obsolete in the safe space that was initially a

ground for cultivating feminist agency.”5 Lyle adds that Perry’s drag performance further

complicates the space’s effectiveness as Madea gives Perry, a man, entry into the circle to share

male, pedagogical, oppressive ideas that counteract against any ideas that strengthen and

empower women.6 In effect, the safe space is no longer an area where women can rally, unite,

and be empowered. Without a source to unify and retaliate, patriarchal gender roles are

6 Ibid., 957.
5 Ibid., 952.
4 Ibid., 951.
3Ibid., 952.
2 Ibed.
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conserved rather than challenged in Perry’s Madea movie franchise, an understanding shared by

Carey.

While Lyle discusses women empowerment within Perry’s Madea franchise, Carey

directs her analysis of Perry’s movies in regards to healing in her article “Take Your Place:

Rhetorical Healing and Black Womanhood in Tyler Perry’s Films.” Specifically, she argues that

Tyler Perry’s movies do not contribute to the liberation of black women because they construct a

rhetoric of healing that stresses the home and family as the site for wellness and

self-actualization and limits their roles to these sites.7 She explains that Perry’s movies project

female characters in pain and conflict that is only resolved when they return home to their

family. Consequently, Perry’s films teaches “women are safer when they stay physically, and

ideologically, closer to home,” in addition to “reify the idea that the family is an institutional safe

haven for women.”8 Perry’s message for women to stay home, Carey asserts, is further

established by his desire for more Madeas in the world. Analyzing Perry’s comments about

Madeas once being everywhere and their now diminished presence contributes to a decline in

family values, Carey reveals Perry’s conviction that the family discourses that are characteristic

of black families stem from the lack of Madeas in homes.9 Maintaining this argument, she

highlights the typical manner in which conflict is resolved in Perry’s films: the involvement of

Madea or a Madea-like figure. Accordingly, Perry’s films are a “veiled critique that chastises

women who, figuratively, exchange their family obligations for career aspirations and other

pursuits,” and instruct women to prioritize their family needs and responsibilities above their

own personal aspirations.10 Hence, Carey questions the subversive nature of Perry’s films when

10 Ibed., 1007.
9 Ibed., 1006.
8 Ibed., 1013-14.

7 Tamika Carey, “Take Your Place: Rhetorical Healing and Black Womanhood in Tyler Perry’s Films,” Signs 39, no.
4 (2014): 1002.
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they tie women to the home for healing and duties. Robert Patterson, however, challenges the

understanding that women’s wellness derives from the home in Perry’s movies, instead arguing it

is acquired from men.

Anchoring his discussion in an analysis of Perry’s Why Did I Get Married?, Why Did I

Get Married Too?, and Madea’s Family Reunion, Robert Patterson asserts in his article, “Woman

Thou Art Bound’: Critical Spectatorship, Black Maculine Gazes, and Gender Problems in Tyler

Perry’s Movies,” that Perry failed to achieve his goal of problematizing and changing the

patriarchal system that women are placed in, but instead, he confirms their place in this rigid

system. Patterson explains, “despite Tyler Perry’s professed aims of providing authentic,

transformative representations of blackness, these representations, reifying static patriarchal

gender notions, undermine the transformative aspects of his project and further define blackness

in monolithic terms.”11 It is in this sense that Patterson believes Tyler Perry’s movies negatively

position women in a male-dominated society. Such double-talk by Perry is generated by his

movies frequently ending with a happily-ever-after marriage. As he explains:

“Perry’s appropriation of the marriage plot suggests that marriage solves women’s (and

men’s) social problems...that women in particular need to conform to the expectations of

of heterosexual marriage and, thus, undermines his potential to dismantle black

patriarchy. More to the point, Perry’s endorsement of marriage actually re-entrenches

women in the grips of the patriarchal ideologies that facilitate, if not cause, their

oppression.”12

The resolution of a female’s social problems deriving from marriage, historically an event in

which a woman hands over their liberty and power in an oath of obedience to their husband,

12 Ibed., 12.
11 Patterson, “Woman Thou Art Bound,” 25.
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suggests that women cannot solve their problems on their own and cannot live without males.

This idea that women have a necessity for male figures projects a helpless image onto them. It

appears that women require males for direction, and thus they submit themselves to the

patriarchal system. Furthermore, Patterson argues that the message of womens’ alignment with a

patriarchal system in Perry’s movies is problematic because they simplify women to merely

having relationship problems, an incorrect statement. Its falsity “suggests not only that their

families should be their primary focus and responsibility, but that their lives are somehow

incomplete without these particular types of kinship ties.”13 A harmful misrepresentation, it

limits the goals, dreams, and duties of a woman to the house and the husband and family, forcing

women to forgo the independence and individuality that they have fought to have for decades,

while further establishing their place in the patriarchal society.

As these scholars have demonstrated, Tyler Perry’s Madea films participate in the

endorsement of patriarchal gender roles. I am going to further their conversation and suggest that

Perry’s movies perpetuate racial stereotypes by presenting the Jezebelle, Sapphire, and Mammy

stereotypes in their characters. While I uphold them to be an over exaggeration and

generalization of black women, the appearance of these false derogatory stereotypes in these

popular motion pictures creates an impression of validity and authenticity on its audience. In

doing so, I contend that Tyler Perry’s movies promote racialized gendering.

Madea’s Big Happy Family is an installment of Tyler Perry’s Madea movie franchise that

details the journey of her family when Shirley (Loretta Devine), Madea’s niece, learns she has

weeks to live. With her days numbered, her only wish is to have dinner with her three adult

children and inform them of her situation. However, each child is too caught up in their problems

to give notice to their mother, leaving Madea (Tyler Perry) and Aunt Bam (Cassi Davis) to act

13 Ibed., 20.
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and pull the family together. Throughout the film, serious topics such as family, faith, and

healing are discussed but kept in the backseat as minstrel humor fills the spotlight. It is this

performance of minstrelsy that leads to the portrayal of black stereotypes in the film.

In the opening scene of the movie, the audience is introduced to a stereotype of black

women: Jezebelle. A decade old stereotype, Jezebelle represents the supposed hyper-sexual side

of black women. She is a harlot looking to seduce men and lead them astray from their

responsibilities, typically marriage responsibilities.14 Within this scene, Aunt Bam, Shirley’s

mother, represents this stereotype when she makes sexual insinuations towards her daughter’s

male doctor as she touches his abs and genitals. A grandmother, her old age leads audiences to

believe that she has gone through menopause, a change in a woman’s life that leaves them with a

reduced sex drive. As a result, one would not expect such sexual interaction from Aunt Bam, but

such a display hints at the hyper-sexual nature of the stereotyped black woman. Furthermore, her

attempt to sexually attract the male doctor into having sex with her reflects the Jezebelle’s

tendency to lead men astray from their responsibilities as she tries to get him to forget the ethics

of his occupation: a sexual encounter with a patient is immoral. The Jezebelle stereotype of black

women is further referenced throughout the movie as some of the young female characters have

kids before the age of eighteen, alluding to this hyper-sexual nature. However, Jezebelle is not

the only black female stereotype portrayed in Madea’s Big Happy Family, as Tyler Perry’s movie

also touches on the Sapphire stereotype.

In contrast to the Jezebelle character, Sapphire black women are stereotyped to be

domineering, angry, and bossy, constantly insulting their husbands in a matriarch led

household.15 Throughout the movie this trope is broadcast to the audience through first-hand

15 Ibed., 45.

14 Sue Jewell, From Mammy to Miss America and Beyond: Cultural Images and the Shaping of US Social Policy
(Routledge, 1993): 41.
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viewing and secondary sources. One such example occurs when the movie characters, Calvin

and Harold, are told to shut up by their wives.16 These statements are said dismissively and

harshly, resulting in both husbands instantly listening to their wives and shutting up. Within this

brief conversation, the wives remind their husbands that they have no right to interrupt them or

give advice. It reveals that the wives consider their husbands inferior, while their husbands’

compliance highlights the dominating character of the wives and their accordance with the

sapphire stereotype.

A third stereotype depicted in the film is the Mammy stereotype of black women. The

Mammy is “typically cantankerous, but also nurturing to those she serves, she is a character who

is good-natured.”17 In Madea’s Big Happy Family, Aunt Bam and Madea are the sites for the

Mammy stereotype. Anyone familiar with the Madea film series is aware of this Mammy side to

Madea. It is her cantankerous character that generates the comedy of the film and her care for her

family that resolves the film’s conflict. In Madea’s Big Happy Family, her irascible tendencies

are revealed to the audience when she drives into the building of a fast food restaurant and

begins hurling food at employees because the employee working the drive-through was lazy,

rude, and didn’t serve her. Madea’s actions are humorous because of the absurdity underlying

them. Nobody would drive into a restaurant, hop over the counter and begin pelting employees

with the very food they prepared all because of the attitude one was greeted with by an

employee. It would be insane and ludicrous to take such action in real life. As a result, the

contrast created between Madea’s actions and reality creates an absurd situation that is translated

as humorous. Although such violent actions can challenge the perception of Madea being

good-natured, such characteristic is present in the film by her attempts to heal a broken,

17Iliana Rucker, “If the Fat-Suit Fits: Fat-Suit Minstrelsy in Black Comedy Films,” Conference Papers -- National
Communication Association (1993): 11.

16 Madea’s Big Happy Family, directed by Tyler Perry (2011; Tyler Perry Studios), DVD.
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dysfunctional family. Aunt Bam also helped in the nurturing of this family and is exemplified

when she went with her daughter, Shirley, to the doctor to support her and cared for her when she

was getting chemotherapy and feeling sick. Yet, Aunt Bam had a cantankerous side to her too.

When her grandson made disrespectful comments to her, she threw the tv remote at his head,

threatening him to say it again and he would get a beating. It is in this manner that both Madea

and Aunt Bam meet the Mammy stereotype of black women.18

Tyler Perry’s Madea film franchise are comedy movies that portray black female

stereotypes in a manner that both white and black audiences find humorous, but at whose

expense? Audiences can praise these movies for their innovativeness, but they also help

perpetuate racial and gender stereotypes that support prejudice and can harm both black

Americans and society as a whole. As such, Tyler Perry’s movies demand further analysis to

determine if the benefits from these movies outweigh the detrimental effects.

18 It’s important to note that other spurious stereotypes are presented in this movie. This includes that black people
are uneducated, faith praising, drug dealers, and the prevalence of baby daddies in the culture. However, these
stereotypes are beyond the scope of this paper.
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